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K&F Concept Beta 25L Photo Backpack
The K&F Concept Beta 25L Photo Backpack is  designed for  professionals who need not only space,  but also excellent organization for
their gear. With a capacity of 22 liters and the ability to expand to 25 liters, separate compartments for the camera and accessories, as
well as additional space for personal items, this backpack becomes the ideal solution for any photographer.
 
Innovation and protection
The use of 1000D Kenil material ensures water resistance at the highest level, and the rain cover further protects your gear in uncertain
weather  conditions.  Two  compression-molded  EVA  foam  baffles  on  the  front  panel  provide  protection  for  your  gear  from  bumps  and
shocks, which is essential when transporting delicate camera equipment.
 
Flexibility and carrying comfort
The backpack offers an external tripod suspension system and an innovative carrying system that adjusts to different body shapes for
comfort  even  during  prolonged  carrying.  Adjustable  chest  and  support  straps,  as  well  as  the  ability  to  adjust  the  center  of  gravity,
minimize the feeling of strain while improving ventilation and heat dissipation, providing you with ultimate comfort.
 
Functionality and safety
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Unique features such as a cable outlet, dual security buckles and a multi-compartment structure with customizable compartments allow
you  to  safely  carry  your  15.6-inch  laptop,  11-inch  iPad  and  other  essential  accessories.  A  silicone  handle  makes  it  easy  to  carry  the
backpack with one hand, and a special strap allows it to be attached to a suitcase, which is especially useful when traveling.
 
Included
Backpack
Compartments x 3
Chest strap x 3
Support straps x 2
Rain cover x 1
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelBetaExternal dimensions30 x 19 x 45 cmCapacity25 LColorBlackMaterial1000D Kenila + EVA foam

Preço:

€ 92.50

Foto i kamery, Plecaki, Torby fotograficzne
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